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Comments

Chairman_Ellen_Pao • 338 points • 26 March, 2019 11:04 PM* 

Men's fixation on young women is another sign of Natural Selection at work.

Why should mating preferences be reserved exclusively for women? Men have basic human rights too. You
can't shame men into liking ugly, used up dumpsters.

Throwaway17n10 • 151 points • 27 March, 2019 12:28 AM 

Yes, there are no mainstream articles lamenting women's "fixation" with height, looks, financial success etc.
No, those are just muh preferences.

The fact is that if you marry a 35 year old woman and immediately start trying for children, there is less than
a 50.50 chance of having 3 healthy children without trouble.

Not that we men should have to justify our preferences. Nobody in the mainstream asks women to justify
their preferences for tall or handsome men. "I find it attractive" is sufficient. And that should be enough for
us guys.

Land_of_the_Losers 1 points 27 March, 2019 01:34 AM* [recovered]  

No, those are just muh preferences.

And her preferences are must-haves. A woman shouldn't ever compromise for a man, a man who also
needs to love her "warts and all," and be forgiving of her many foibles and insecurities. Men's demands
upon women, though, are horribly unreasonable and probably symptomatic of pathology within the
whole of maleness itself.

vampyreorlokk • 60 points • 27 March, 2019 01:52 AM 

Women today aren’t worth shit

Hyppointhewater • 22 points • 27 March, 2019 02:15 AM 

Hey, shit makes for good compost. I think you're aiming a little high here. You shouldn't be so
shallow to expect a woman to provide anything!

oh_no_aliens • 15 points • 27 March, 2019 11:19 AM 

correct. that is why I only pump & dump 20-something year old girls.

mr_kuk • 17 points • 27 March, 2019 08:53 AM 

I can't give you full feminist credit because you did not use "incel shitlord" to describe men.

TheGrokelives • 5 points • 28 March, 2019 11:39 AM 

Mens demands upon women = don't be a lying, manipulative land whale.

[deleted] • 31 points • 27 March, 2019 08:05 AM 

Not that we men should have to justify our preferences.

Just try that with women. My GF was telling me about her relationship with her friends who don't judge
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her. I replied that it's different because her friends don't have to find her attractive enough to want to fuck
her.

Chairman_Ellen_Pao • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 01:38 AM 

Spot on! Well said.

sleepyweaselisawake • 29 points • 27 March, 2019 12:19 PM 

Men have basic human rights too.

Not according to feminism. If it were up to them the top 20% would provide all the sex and good times while
the bottom 80% would provide all the comfort.

Tailtappin • 15 points • 27 March, 2019 12:39 PM 

Isn't that pretty much how it already is? I think they're aiming for the top %5.

sleepyweaselisawake • 8 points • 27 March, 2019 02:56 PM 

They could all just agree to share the top 5%, that would solve the problem.

ogrilla99 • 15 points • 27 March, 2019 03:53 PM 

That's what they do. Although not all at the same time. A high-status man will often have a
"starter wife" and then, later on, a second (usually never married) younger wife, and have families
with both of them. They'll have one set of kids in their teenage years, and one set of toddlers. It
seems that many women prefer that rather than having one, slightly lower status guy all to
themselves.

Not_My_Real_Acct_ • 8 points • 28 March, 2019 11:31 PM 

I live in a super expensive neighborhood in California. To me, it's downright bizarre how
often I see senior citizens with kids in elementary school. Like, it's a daily occurrence that I
see a dude that's sixty-something walking around with his ten year old daughter.

When you get to know these guys, it's always the same story:

1) he was married but his wife dumped him when he was forty and took half his money

2) Though he lost half his assets, he continued to make piles of money because that's just what
he does

3) By the time he's 50 he finds himself a 30 year old and gets married, and now he's going to
be 70 years old when his kids graduate high school

ogrilla99 • 7 points • 29 March, 2019 03:02 AM* 

Damn. We might just live in the same neighborhood :-) I see it too. Half the time, the guy
doesn't even want any more kids, since he already has full-grown ones. But the young wife
he marries doesn't have a family yet and wants kids, so he acquiesces. It's a bit of a Devil's
bargain: chose an older divorced woman who already has kids and doesn't want more (and
deal with an older, less attractive woman), or go for the youngest, hottest ones you can
attract (which, if you're rich and live in SoCal, they're easy pickings) but then have to start
over with raising a bunch of kids again.

Not_My_Real_Acct_ • 2 points • 29 March, 2019 03:26 AM 
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That's exactly what I'm seeing.

lurkerhasarisen 1 points 29 March, 2019 10:22 PM [recovered]  

That's just it: women want a man in the top 20% of whatever attribute(s) the sisterhood says matter.
Which attributes matter can change from one generation to another: today's "Chad" trait my be
tomorrow's "incel" trait. But if they could formalize it so that only the top 20% of men were in
contention, that would become the universe of men, and the next generation of women would demand
the top 20% of the top 20%, which means only the top 4% would retain Chad status. The third
generation of women would only want the top 20% of the top 4%, which is less than 1% of men.

Interesting thought experiment: we are now at least three generations into the sexual revolution, and
the standard list of preferences of even average THOTs rules out 99% of men. Coincidence? Maybe
not.

80th percentile for height: 6'0" 80th percentile for income (ages 26-39): $100,000 Percentage of men
that women rate as "unattractive": 80

0.2 x 0.2 x 0.2 = 0.008. Assuming equal distribution of the traits, Gen3 THOT's stated preferences
rule out 99.2% of men.

It's almost like there's a pattern there somewhere.

SunkSity • 3 points • 2 April, 2019 02:50 AM* 

Minor correction: 80th percentile traits are not purely independent in their distribution (i.e- A man
who is over 6'0" is more likely to be making $100k, an attractive man is more likely to be over
6'0", a man making over $100k likely also possesses traits to jump him comfortably into the top
20% in terms of attractiveness, etc), so you're looking at a slightly higher number. Still tiny,
though!

vampyreorlokk • 21 points • 27 March, 2019 01:51 AM 

Because men are the disposable gender

throwaway921030119[�] • 24 points • 27 March, 2019 12:05 PM 

Because men are the disposable gender

Yes, but the gynocentrism is getting totally out of hand. Think of all the laws, policies, and social norms
which are set up purely to protect women's feelings: Bans on catcalling; removal of advertisements which
feature slender women; informal rules against movies which feature violence or humiliation against
women; shaming of men who express a preference for younger women; etc.

Ok, so what laws, policies, or social norms are out there to protect men's feelings? I can't think of
anything at all.

vampyreorlokk • 15 points • 27 March, 2019 01:58 PM 

When my rights end where her feelings begin... we’re in trouble

BluepillProfessor • 8 points • 27 March, 2019 06:19 PM 

Men are happy to be disposable and to assume responsibility with the authority and respect that
comes with it.
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Feminism has worked tirelessly for half a century to continue holding men responsible while
mercilessly removing all male authority.

With no respect or authority, men are increasingly choosing to NOT be disposable.

Not_My_Real_Acct_ • 5 points • 28 March, 2019 11:33 PM 

Men are happy to be disposable and to assume responsibility with the authority and respect
that comes with it.

Feminism has worked tirelessly for half a century to continue holding men responsible while
mercilessly removing all male authority.

With no respect or authority, men are increasingly choosing to NOT be disposable.

What a great statement, it shows real insight.

And it's often the little things that make all the difference. For instance, when I take the family out
for dinner, I am perfectly OK with picking up a $150-$200 check. But there's a catch. As you've
observed, I expect to be treated with respect.

lorem6300118 • 2 points • 1 April, 2019 06:31 PM 

I was in Walmart the other day, and saw a land whale yelling at her children. She brings no good
qualities to society.

I was saddened to realize that were the ship going down, they’d be happy to climb in the lifeboat
while I drown.

Little does she know (or care, for now), but the smart and ambitious man, who sees the coming
economic and social changes portending from automation, has a much higher chance of surviving and
succeeding in the next ten years.

In other words, there are third generation “me first on the lifeboat cuz I’m a girl” who are going to
find that society doesn’t value them anymore.

They will not take this well.

throwaway921030119[�] • 3 points • 2 April, 2019 11:19 AM 

FWIW I think that in the future, everyone will be able to go their own way. Who needs a lifeboat
when everyone gets a basic guaranteed income?

AliBarakat • 118 points • 26 March, 2019 11:02 PM* 

She's a Palestinian and British mix. It's funny. She should've listened to her Palestinian sisters and married young
and had lots of kids. I guess the British in her screwed that up.

JPBooBoo • 56 points • 26 March, 2019 11:10 PM 

She could provide some cougar pussy to some young buck.

AliBarakat • 60 points • 26 March, 2019 11:37 PM 

She can. But she's not marriage material. She's just pump and dump material to 35+ year old men, and
maybe a thirsty young guy that doesn't care about age.

throwaway921030119[�] • 18 points • 27 March, 2019 12:07 PM 

But she's not marriage material.
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Not for most guys, but Pointdexter in accounting, the 45 year old, financially stable, slightly Aspergy
guy would eagerly worship the ground she walks on. However since he is not Chad he Doesn't Count.

AliBarakat • 7 points • 27 March, 2019 02:15 PM 

Would she really care if her goal is getting some betabux?

[deleted] • 43 points • 27 March, 2019 02:04 AM 

I know a woman who married a 26 year old at 36 and had 4 kids. She was, however, willing to scoop up
a guy who made less money which most of these goofy leftover women aren't. They'll instead bank on a
guy their age who is still single, makes more, etc even though that ends up being like .0001% of the male
population.

KingOfPomerania • 21 points • 27 March, 2019 10:45 AM 

They'll instead bank on a guy their age who is still single, makes more, etc even though that ends
up being like .0001% of the male population.

Yeah, the mindset of that demographic is just mental. They don't seem to get that any average looking
guy who's 35+ owns his own house and has a good salary is, in terms of dating marketplace value,
dating down when he dates a woman who used to be an 8. They expect him to date down in his
prime, but they would never have done so in theirs!

throwaway921030119[�] • 10 points • 27 March, 2019 12:10 PM 

Yes, in their view, a man who is roughly their age is a match. Well ok what about a man who is
roughly their height plus or minus 2 inches?

ryandiy • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 10:39 PM 

Plus or minus two inches... where?

my_mental_throwaway • 7 points • 27 March, 2019 05:34 PM 

This is true. I could show you pictures over the years of some of these women. They use to be an
8 back in the day, but they are now <8 because biology has a knack of catching up let alone any
other baggage that one gets just by living. But then they expect to punch above their weight and
wonder why men want to go with the younger model. If you're just going to amount to a cum
dumpster, why not go with the most physically attractive one?

In a way, I feel sorry for these women. They've been sold a litany of lies by their feminist cohorts
that basically tells them to "be a man." Modern science has even mostly solved the pregnancy
avoidance issue via contraception and abortion. So we're essentially telling our women that you
can supposedly have guilt free sex along with a career and all the material possessions you want!
Of course, the irony is these same people will scream diversity from the roof tops, yet they've
created an army of drones.

JPBooBoo • 12 points • 27 March, 2019 02:22 AM 

Where was this lady on the beauty scale?

[deleted] • 16 points • 27 March, 2019 04:08 AM 

8ish. Definitely looked younger and kept in shape.
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TheDemonWhoComes 1 points 27 March, 2019 04:50 AM [recovered]  

8/10 would bang.

By bang l mean a gun to her temple for all the bullshit she's sprouting.

aussielander • 10 points • 27 March, 2019 11:18 AM 

This is a stupid comment to post, its shit like this that gets a whole sub reddit banned.

TheDemonWhoComes • 7 points • 27 March, 2019 11:33 AM 

Alright no worries, l'll downvote myself.

sleepyweaselisawake • 7 points • 27 March, 2019 12:16 PM 

We absolutely do not condone violence against women here.

Profitglutton • 3 points • 28 March, 2019 09:51 PM 

But it’s kind of funny that the feminist and similar subreddits would absolutely
condone violence against all men at large.

BewareTheOldMan • 7 points • 27 March, 2019 05:35 PM 

cougar pussy

I like this - I'm chuckling as I type this ...

ugluk1 • 34 points • 27 March, 2019 01:36 AM 

Yeah, she's got British hypergamy and Palestinian plainness.

AliBarakat • 24 points • 27 March, 2019 02:17 AM 

I looked her up. She went to school in the UK, and now lives in New York. She probably never even set
foot in Palestine. Lol

ugluk1 • 18 points • 27 March, 2019 02:52 AM 

her genes did it for her then.

aussielander • 13 points • 27 March, 2019 11:21 AM 

never even set foot in Palestine

As long as she identifies as an oppressed Palestinian woman its good enough for me. Its liking being
an oppressed by the patriarchy but event higher in the oppression hierarchy

AliBarakat • 14 points • 27 March, 2019 02:04 PM 

Yeah. She's so oppressed, that she got her degree from the University of Oxford. lol

aussielander • 9 points • 27 March, 2019 02:09 PM 

The horror think of all the rich white people she would have to deal with.

AliBarakat • 7 points • 27 March, 2019 02:45 PM 

Yup. But now she lives in New York, and probably works in New York City. So, she's at
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least getting a little diversity.

Westernhagen • 8 points • 27 March, 2019 02:27 PM 

As long as she identifies as an oppressed Palestinian woman its good enough for me.

Her identification would be so much stronger if she experienced the frequent beatings and the
requirement to be silent and submissive!

AliBarakat • 1 point • 29 March, 2019 06:40 AM 

She probably became an atheist or Christian when she came to the UK or America. She's
clearly not Muslim. Or maybe she's a Palestinian Christian.

BewareTheOldMan • 9 points • 27 March, 2019 05:34 PM 

" She's a Palestinian and British mix. It's funny. She should've listened to her Palestinian sisters and married
young and had lots of kids."

That's the real issue - she's NOT supposed to be searching for a husband at AGE 35. Her better/best years are
behind her for men in her age-range. I don't get why these women are so angry when she knows FULL
WELL that men gave her loads of attention ten to twelve years earlier.

Finding a husband is always the last item on the life-checklist for these types of women - age 35 and NOW
it's a priority?

The irony is that IF she expanded her search-age to men at least 12 to 15+ years and older, some older man
would love to have her in his life...assuming she was marriage material in the first place. Being marriageable
and willing to be a dutiful, loyal, and faithful wife and exceptional mother is a must as well, but if a woman
is trying to "learn" wife and mother skills at age 35 she's way behind the power curve.

You're right - she should have started searching for husband much sooner and she'd ALREADY be happily
married...then again with a sense of entitlement at age 35 she'd probably already have dragged Mr. Beta
through divorce court and ruined his life and be on track to damage the kids as well.

AliBarakat • 1 point • 29 March, 2019 06:42 AM 

She should've started at 17. Gotten married at 20. Had kids. Had a house, a husband, and money.

But nope.

Gotta bitch at all men when you turn 35.

Take no accountability for your own actions.

siriusisness • 77 points • 26 March, 2019 11:02 PM 

"am i so out of touch?.... NO, its the children who are wrong"

Land_of_the_Losers 1 points 27 March, 2019 01:50 AM* [recovered]  

Apparently, it's utterly baffling that a young, good-looking woman should be better to look at than an old and
ugly one. A truly decent man should act as if every woman were equally attractive to him.

siriusisness • 21 points • 27 March, 2019 02:04 AM 

lol. i've had simps actually try to sell me on that idea.
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lorem6300118 • 19 points • 27 March, 2019 12:16 AM 

This shop can’t be sinking, it must be the iceberg that is wrong.

[deleted] • 7 points • 27 March, 2019 12:27 PM 

I know perfectly well how to swim! It's just all this water that keeps getting in the way...

[deleted] • 65 points • 26 March, 2019 10:50 PM 

TIL I'm not a manly man if I have a personal preference for women younger than 35.

lorem6300118 • 30 points • 27 March, 2019 12:17 AM 

Thank goodness someone is willing to gatekeep what a real man is, since we care so much! s/

Westernhagen • 13 points • 27 March, 2019 01:30 AM 

Unless, of course, those women under 35 already have four mystery meat kids by different baby daddies, in
which case marrying her would be the embodiment of saintly Christian duty!

KingOfPomerania • 9 points • 27 March, 2019 10:52 AM* 

It's funny how they're totally ok with using that sort of shaming tactic, but absolutely hate it when you accuse
them of being unfeminine for their life choices!

Banincoming • 5 points • 28 March, 2019 01:03 AM 

Real men want a 45yr old divorcee to have their kids.

holidaysboots • 58 points • 26 March, 2019 11:37 PM 

The women's liberation movement is responsible for at least two generations of spinsters who in their own
hubris thought it is a good idea to defy nature.

Bleu_Cheese_Pursuits • 35 points • 27 March, 2019 01:57 AM 

The way I explain it to people is that feminism is how smarter homely women leveled the playing field by
convincing dumber attractive women to squander their youth, looks, fertility, and attractiveness on riding the
cock carousel under the guise of personal liberation. Their freedom from the "patriarchy" is just an
enslavement to the inevitable dissatisfaction of spinsterhood and bitterness that inexorably results in
misplaced anger/hostility towards men. The exception being, of course, those that actually accept
responsibility for their poor decisions. But misery loves company so that basically never happens, and rather
than decry their poor decision-making they double-down on their misandry and delusional feminist
proselytizing.

city17orbust • 19 points • 27 March, 2019 04:40 AM 

I know some women that accept their bad choices as their own fault. And, honestly, I think they're too
hard on themselves, at times. But these women are my friends. They don't blanket-blame me and the rest
of my gender.

Hillarysdilddo_2016 • 5 points • 27 March, 2019 01:37 PM 

Almost there.

Cui bono? (Who profits)

Destroying the nuclear family and culture is just one of many ways to usurp power from a people.
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Fomenting strife and division means there's always a wedge issue to use for political power. Breaking up
of the family means lowered wages for everyone, kids who get indoctrinated by the state, and a perpetual
cycle of manufacturing wage slaves and brainwashed fools to the feed the machine.

Bleu_Cheese_Pursuits • 6 points • 27 March, 2019 04:47 PM* 

I agree with the Jordan Peterson's assessment that feminism and identity politics are essentially
Marxists' attempt to do culturally what they failed to do by every other means. They've replaced "the
proletariat" with "everyone except white males" and what is now occurring is almost (though not
quite yet) tantamount to the dekulakization of the west. But mens' lives are being destroyed to satisfy
the avarice of women, a process that is entirely mediated by the state. And it is only getting worse.

That being said, the family unit is not what endows people with power. The family unit emerged as a
means of social control. If the 80/20 rule applied en masse and with no exception to a civilization of
thousands of people, absolute fucking chaos would ensue (nor could the 80% of men be convinced to
work or do anything productive for the state, they'd be too busy going off raping and pillaging)
Monogamy and marriage only exist to satisfy those 80% of men and keep them productive for the
state. Before the advent of agriculture, it is doubtful that the family unit as we know it existed at all;
obscured paternity is a biological characteristic, specifically perpetuated by the demand for
communal rearing of offspring. So a women would basically fuck whoever she wanted in exchange
for access to mens' labor/resources, and be entirely or mostly responsible for child rearing. The
average person did not know who their father was. What we are seeing now with online dating is
essentially a reversion to our ancestral mating practices. Most men lose. Which feminists and their ilk
are of course fine with, but those men compose 80% of the tax base that subsidizes their poor
decisions. So eventually the pendulum will have to swing the other way, with men opting out
(MGTOW, hikkikomori), or moving to places that actually value them. The thing is though that even
MGTOWs pay taxes. If cultural Marxists have their way when men begin to "opt out" (no matter
what form that takes) they'll just start pushing for 50%, then 75%, and eventually 100% tax rates for
those that don't.

Hillarysdilddo_2016 • 5 points • 28 March, 2019 01:24 AM 

Excellent comment. But things are not absolutes. Your example of chaos is glossing over the fact
that our world exists in an inherently anarchist world. IE there are no rules except those that
which we agree upon. So the world will not devolve into utter chaos because men will act, and
eventually pass laws etc. but your point is valid. The family unit is definitely about male
appeasement and balancing the 20% against the 80%. But overall for the average joe it was a
good deal that allowed society to flourish.

Also the family unit is not about total power it is but one aspect of power. Before the woman and
children would defer to the man, the head of household. Now in the western world no one defers
to the man. The woman defers to state and her boss and the kid to their teacher. If either woman
or child don't like your rules they simply call in the state and take your resources.

Thus the state has usurped power that the family used to have. And look at outcomes. This power
grab was not for the protection of women and children. It simply was because they knew if they
destroyed the family they would take that power.

Also your idea of communal childcare etc is not constant in all societies. Over generations mating
patterns resulted in evolutionary changes. This is why people from northern climates behave
differently than people from equatorial climates. People who had no need to plan ahead or bind
together developed around those traits and other people who had to plan for a long winter and
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stockpile developed other traits.

Regardless good comment glad you have done research on the topic.

mr_kuk • 2 points • 27 March, 2019 08:54 AM 

Survival of the fittest!

Not_My_Real_Acct_ • 2 points • 28 March, 2019 11:42 PM 

You are right, but feminism can ALSO be a deception. Here is an example:

One time I started dating a girl, and she made it REALLY clear that:

1) she thought that having kids was stupid, and she liked the Wine Aunt Lifestyle

2) she really loved her job

Now that seemed really hard to believe, because I've generally found that most women want to have kids.
If you're a woman and you DON'T want kids, that definitely implies that you have a screw loose.

Sure enough, ten years down the road, that woman has two kids and is pregnant with a third. She hasn't
had a job in ten years.

All the feminist bullshit was a mask; she was shopping for a husband and she correctly assumed that if
she pretended to be a feminist who hated children and loved working, she'd find a man. And she did. And
once she locked him down, she started having kids and quit working.

I used to live in the Pacific Northwest and girls like this were everywhere. Lots and lots of forty year old
Moms who used to be feminists.

[deleted] • 25 points • 27 March, 2019 02:18 AM 

Most people think, "I've dug myself into a hole. I should stop digging."

Modern Feminism is "Keep digging and blame the man.'

rednecknobody • 4 points • 27 March, 2019 06:52 AM 

well at least the cats will keep them from dying alone

where_muh_good_mens • 8 points • 27 March, 2019 12:11 AM 

Correct, womens monogamous nature protects them from their own greed. It's the desire and general
acceptance to offload responsibilities that allows their hypergamous nature to thrive.

[deleted] • 45 points • 26 March, 2019 10:55 PM 

Yes dear, it's a problem you've aged out of your physical beauty and younger women are replacing you.

Does this moron even understand why men are like this? It's due to evolution. Males are attracted to youth
because way back when we were cavemen, it was the only way men knew if a women was a viable prospect to
breed with or not.

anti-hypergamist • 26 points • 27 March, 2019 02:09 AM 

No, they do not understand evolutionary psychology, why they do the things they do. They just know if they
feel something, it must be true. If it feels good, it must be right. If it feels bad, it is wrong. Only men have the
ability of introspection, and can actively make course corrections in their behavior regardless of feels.

BadEnough • 1 point • 28 March, 2019 05:53 PM 
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Seriously. They basically just respond to stimuli like cockroaches. True NPCs.

hideout78 • 13 points • 27 March, 2019 02:13 AM 

Yes dear, it's a problem you've aged out of your physical beauty and younger women are replacing you.

Spot on. She’s no longer part of the club and has no other option than to sit in smug judgement of the system
she benefited from for 17 years.

And once again, it’s all men’s’ fault.

And I’m positive (/s) that she never had any comparable biases of her own. I’m sure she gave the same
chance to the homeless guy or the fat guy living in moms basement, as she did to the rich Chads.

BertTheWelder • 11 points • 27 March, 2019 11:11 AM 

Right. Men are just sex-obsessed. Our dicks make us ignore older ugly women and that robs us of
opportunities to have happy, healthy relationships. Men are so shallow.

Women aren’t like that. They don’t have a dick to think with. They think with their hearts and look for good
relationships. Thankfully a woman’s heart knows that good relationships are only possible with tall,
attractive, muscular, high-earning men who preferably have high-status jobs. Women aren’t shallow like
men.

Can you imagine being so riddled with estrogen that you believe that shit? Sigh.

vampyreorlokk • 6 points • 27 March, 2019 02:06 PM 

She should have locked down a good man when she was cute. That’s what women used to do- aim for
marriage around 25 because her value will drop considerably after 28. Women used to have to at least work
toward a continuous image of chastity and “good girl”. Now it’s Entitled Bitch Fest

Chairman_Ellen_Pao • 40 points • 26 March, 2019 11:03 PM 

Women's fixation on Bad Boys and Jerks is another sign of strong and empowered women being hypocrites.

siriusisness • 13 points • 27 March, 2019 02:11 AM 

heh. well, maybe not - because the rest of us that aren't in the top 20% are not actually considered "men" as
such...

so "all men are pigs" is a logical follow on. technically it's consistent lol

goldmedalflower • 8 points • 27 March, 2019 03:49 AM 

empowered women being hypocrites

Don't forget how utterly disgusted they act around male feminists or men who dare to show too much
emotion. Such a vast chasm between what they say with their words and what they say with their actions.

RealMcGonzo • 33 points • 26 March, 2019 11:34 PM 

Did her mom name her while she was chewing food or something?

lorum_ipsum_dolor • 7 points • 27 March, 2019 01:01 AM 

Underrated comment of the day. Have an upvote!

JakeDC • 26 points • 27 March, 2019 01:00 AM 
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"I have hit the wall. This is men's fault, somehow." What a cunt.

GrimTracer • 16 points • 27 March, 2019 01:05 AM 

Thanks for the laugh. I think in the same paper, a 28 yr old bitches about being catcalled and "harassed", then
10 years later she's pissed because she's not getting catcalled.

[deleted] • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 05:56 PM 

Jessica Valenti, yes. Another Guardian classic.

anyoneinamerica • 23 points • 26 March, 2019 11:58 PM 

Hey Arwa,

I am doing just fine dating younger women, my masculinity is fine, my testosterone is finally up (do to younger
women), and there is no crisis to be found.

Yes, you are hurtling toward something but it is a large immovable object called the wall. Looks like the only
crisis to be had will be how you lug all that cat food in and cat litter out of your apartment.

Lots of luv 4 ya...U cunt.

Iakhovass • 16 points • 27 March, 2019 02:46 AM 

The part I find interesting is if a man wrote a stupid article panicking that he was 35 and still single women
would say it was his own fault for being a player in his 20’s. And that would be a fair assessment. When we
point out that these imbeciles have done the same thing it’s met with accusations of toxic masculinity.

Throwaway17n10 • 12 points • 27 March, 2019 11:21 AM 

Any time men publicly complain about their lack of success with women, they are met with ridicule, scorn,
and accusations of having an entitlement mentality.

The usual complaint is "I treat women well; I do nice things for them; I support feminism; why won't they
date me?" And actually this complaint is more legitimate than this arwa's complaint.

throwaway921030119[�] • 6 points • 27 March, 2019 12:14 PM 

The part I find interesting is if a man wrote a stupid article panicking that he was 35 and still single
women would say it was his own fault for being a player in his 20’s.

Or if he had chosen a low-paying career path and started complaining at age 35 that women are passing him
up for financially successful men.

retal1ator • 14 points • 27 March, 2019 06:17 AM 

"...another sign of masculinity in crisis"

How about... "childless and egocentric women in their 30s that feel entitled to always be right is another sign of
fragile toxic femininity".

Throwaway17n10 • 14 points • 27 March, 2019 12:31 AM 

The reality is that it's femininity that's in crisis due to women's fixation on independently achieving wealth and
social status by pursuing education and career to the exclusion of marriage and family.

the-kilt-man • 13 points • 27 March, 2019 03:00 AM 

Lmfao, nothing about my masculinity is in crisis. I’m 34 and with a woman 12 years younger than I and I’m
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loving every second of it. My 30’s have been my best yet.

askhistoriansapp • 1 point • 19 April, 2019 07:39 AM 

rah rah.

the-kilt-man • 1 point • 21 April, 2019 09:20 PM 

Yut

askhistoriansapp • 2 points • 21 April, 2019 09:45 PM 

27, making 156k, single, in shape, happy and just coming to terms with the absolute clusterfuck of
what is modern day dating and modern day women.

Honestly considering just taking a pay cut and going to Thailand to work remotely... I just don't get it.

All I really want is to come home and have that "ahh" feeling where, even if you have to work for it
and resolve conflicts, you're confident that someone cares about you. All that really requires is for a
girl to not be fat and not be a feminist. Seriously. In exchange you get an ambitious guy in shape and
money and yadda yadda.

But noooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo...

wathon2 • 14 points • 27 March, 2019 03:56 AM 

Women's fixation on tall rich men is another sign of femininity in crisis.

ugluk1 • 12 points • 27 March, 2019 01:48 AM 

It must be bad for a women to feel eggs poppin inside of her and there's no man to meet her laundry list of
demands. Too bad for you, bitch, shoulda have been wiser, while you were young.

0kool74 • 11 points • 27 March, 2019 12:24 AM 

if there's any kind of masculinity in crisis today it's men who marry ANY western woman!

Ultramegasaurus • 12 points • 27 March, 2019 06:54 AM 

Men's fixation on young women is disgusting, women's fixation on tall, square-jawed men is okay teehee

poison-fang-blade • 10 points • 27 March, 2019 01:22 AM 

Seeing stuff like that is more satisfying when you can also see the date each article got posted.

gprime • 9 points • 27 March, 2019 03:36 AM 

I'll never get why "middle age" is such a horrific term for people like her. Yes, 35 is solid middle aged territory,
at least based on average life expectancy in the developed world. Is it that in admitting she's at that point, she has
to reconcile with the fact that she's past her prime and still on the market?

throwaway921030119[�] • 9 points • 27 March, 2019 12:21 PM 

I'll never get why "middle age" is such a horrific term for people like her.

For 99% of women, their sexual desirability is their primary and most valuable asset in life. To watch that
one asset inexorably decline and disappear must be pretty disturbing.

A very small percentage of women have the brains and skills to get what they want in life without relying on
male support; for those women middle age tends to be a lot easier to handle although still somewhat
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traumatic.

LotBuilder • 10 points • 27 March, 2019 05:19 AM 

Women’s fashion magazines whose only goal is to sell to women use models that are 15-22 and a size zero/2.
Even the older types of brands use models that are mid 20’s and a size 4. The top fashion agencies in major cities
have age cut offs of 19 or 21. They won’t take new models above their cutoff.

It’s not just men, everyone is more attracted to younger beautiful women. My 5 year old son likes the pretty
babysitters more than the homely ones. It’s wired in.

Bruchibre • 7 points • 27 March, 2019 02:18 AM 

Yeah because men fixation on youth is a very recent phenomenon... Like only 6,000 years new.

Neanderthalus • 11 points • 27 March, 2019 06:35 AM 

Like only 6,000 years new.

Closer to 200,000 but um yeah

Capashinke[S] • 8 points • 27 March, 2019 06:39 AM 

You forget to add some zeroes at the end of the number.

Hillarysdilddo_2016 • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 01:42 PM 

Yeah I'm thinking since the dawn of sexual dimorphism...

MGTOWtoday • 8 points • 27 March, 2019 03:42 AM 

It is baffling how little self awareness someone can have, while being so entitled as to say that all men are
screwing up by not wanting the wonderfulness that is her.

aussielander • 6 points • 27 March, 2019 11:26 AM* 

Holy fuck, I just checked out the articles she posts and the two above are her more saner offering.

One of her other stories

Radio stations have started to drop R Kelly and Michael Jackson from their playlists. I support this. It would
be hard to play these guys on the radio at the moment without it sounding like you’re either endorsing or
ignoring their alleged behavior.

So liking a song recorded last century means you endorse child sex.

Edit: I think i need a shower after reading some of this shit, in the article about turning 35

for my holiday I’m packing a challenging Finnish-language re-evaluation of Marx

Hillarysdilddo_2016 • 4 points • 27 March, 2019 01:44 PM 

Of course she's a fucking communist. Once you know the signs they're impossible to miss.

Read up on cultural Marxism.

where_muh_good_mens • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 02:05 PM 

I'm not sure 'communist' is the right word for her propaganda. That word starts with an 'F'.
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But most women are communist and most men are decieved into being communist, so your are correct,
though.

Hillarysdilddo_2016 • 1 point • 28 March, 2019 12:59 AM* 

Feminist? Feminism is just one aspect of cultural Marxism. Just like racism or LBGT or labeling
people islamophobe etc. just a way to fragment and divide people so they never unite thus usurping
power the group would have weilded had they stayed united.

Nice banned video explaining cultural Marxism (7 mins): https://youtu.be/zWUfDRDi9R4

Basically because people in capitalist countries are too rich they cannot be divided by economic class
so they fell back to a broader strategy of division.

You are correct women tend towards socialist policies for a few reasons: the need to satisfy the
group, the need for "fairness", their innate desire for receiving provisioning that means taking from
the producers. Women also desire a strong state just like they desire a strong man. They want to feel
protected even if that means living under the boot of an authoritarian regime.

Contrast this with men who are producers (as many say "human doings" and men tend to want to
keep what they've bled and sweated to acquire (making them less socialist overall) and desiring
smaller government as they are used to fending for and providing for themselves.

aussielander • 2 points • 27 March, 2019 02:10 PM 

If someone ever ask you what you mean just point them to her

sdparquinn • 2 points • 27 March, 2019 03:34 PM 

Idiots like this woman never read Marxor any seriouse leftist theory. And I'm willing to bet neither have
you.

BadEnough • 1 point • 28 March, 2019 05:57 PM 

Read up on Culture of Critique and Ted Kaczynski

[deleted] • 6 points • 27 March, 2019 12:30 PM 

Hundreds of female "journalists" all writing the same anti-male articles is another sign of femininity in crisis.

It's almost copy-pasta. They must have a template out there somewhere.

Hillarysdilddo_2016 • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 01:49 PM 

You'll find all MSM follows this pattern.

Hmm...

[deleted] • 4 points • 27 March, 2019 02:13 AM 

Hahaha so fucking clueless. I love it.

[deleted] • 4 points • 27 March, 2019 10:11 AM 

No men just don't want your used up ass! And 2 kids later your used up pussy!

DemonGroover • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 10:38 AM 

Her next article:

Post faceplanting the wall. How cats can help alleviate toxic masculinity.
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naturalheightgainer • 5 points • 27 March, 2019 12:17 PM 

Why is it my google search for “feminist cunt to avoid” went straight to her picture??

Hillarysdilddo_2016 • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 01:48 PM 

Soon those types of queries will put you on a mysoginist terrorist watch list while feeding results on how to
deal with mysoginist thoughts.

(Sadly this is almost certainly the future).

Lostmyurimandthummim • 2 points • 27 March, 2019 07:45 PM 

Google" who said "feckless cunt". Goes right to who I predicted.. person was referring to our nations first
family.

[deleted] • 4 points • 27 March, 2019 12:24 PM 

Wait until all these Millenial women start hitting the wall one by one and begin the wailing and lamenting
nonstop on social media.

mr_kuk • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 08:52 AM 

Founder, president, chief hopes and dreams officer, and chief minority officer at Rent-a-Minority

Does this work the same way as Rent-a-Midget? Is the word Midget patriarchy? Should we use leprechaun
instead?

SkankHuntL89 • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 09:39 AM 

When I look at these old spinsters I see an old browning banana.

When I look at a 20 year old hot chick I see fruit that’s ripe and tasty.

Just face it, the wall is natures way of saying this milk has gone sour.

worldtraveller200 • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 09:40 AM 

its a Guardian website opinion piece, actually great things to laugh at, another one here

https://twitter.com/SoMuchGuardian/status/766505460899966976

DeeplyDisturbed1 • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 12:06 PM 

I have one problem with our own internal logic on this one. If these women WERE to marry younger and have
babies, they would most certainly divorce those men causing MUCH more damage to, well, everyone.

A case could be made that this woman is a borderline sociopath.

Hillarysdilddo_2016 • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 01:46 PM 

Sounds like a problem with society (laws) and not nature.

In other societies divorce-rape doesn't exist.

That tells you something.

AliBarakat • 3 points • 27 March, 2019 02:48 PM 

She's half Palestinian. Divorce rape laws don't exist in Muslim countries, so it wouldn't be possible. The man
controls the women in Muslim marriages, in Muslim countries.
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daedango • 2 points • 27 March, 2019 04:16 AM 

This must be a joke. If I’m allowed to like older guys, then men should be allowed to like younger girls. It’s
pretty sexist to say that a man is “toxic” when he has a thing for a younger girl, especially if she’s not illegal.
Sometimes girls make me mad, and I am a girl!

Slapped_with_crumpet • 2 points • 27 March, 2019 11:31 AM 

Yes, you are. You're five years away.

vampyreorlokk • 2 points • 27 March, 2019 02:08 PM 

This woman isn’t bad looking but she’s losing her looks fast. If she wants to feel desired she should suck some
incel dick

Uqtpa • 2 points • 27 March, 2019 11:00 PM 

What a bitter and pathetic cunt.

"Women's fixation on tall men is another sign of femininity in crisis."

[deleted] • 2 points • 29 March, 2019 12:18 PM 

"Women's obsession with height, dick size and money are another sign of toxic femininity".

Let's see her comment on THAT in her "this week in the Patriarchy" newsletter.

notyourdude201 • 2 points • 2 April, 2019 10:56 AM 

I wonder why these damaged goods gravitate towards becoming journalists and activists?

Orrr maybe these journalists and activists are prime pump and dump material by men? Men who see the
hypocrisy of how they act - criticizing and belittling men, but dropping their panties so quickly when facing
Chad.

[deleted] • 1 point • 27 March, 2019 04:22 PM 

You hear that? That's the sound of empty ovaries

joesmoethe3rd • 1 point • 27 March, 2019 04:22 PM 

A guy who wanted to have say 3 kids spaced 1 year apart and factoring in things like 1 year dating, 6 month
engagement, 1 year honey moon phase/settling down would need to find a girl who will pragmatically be able to
have children for at least the next ten years. So even with this very basic napkin level family planning, he would
not be looking at most girls in the 30+ range unless he was trying to rush into it which has its own risks

AFthrowaway3000 • 1 point • 27 March, 2019 10:33 PM 

Where's that laughing meme from Goodfellas when you need it...

[deleted] • 1 point • 29 March, 2019 07:01 AM 

r/SelfAwarewolves

ShittierLord • 1 point • 29 March, 2019 12:56 PM 

She has a weekly column called "This Week in Patriarchy". Fuck off with that shit.

Stunner900 • 1 point • 30 March, 2019 12:58 AM 
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Men go for younger women because they have a natural want to reproduce.

blackopdelta99 • 1 point • 3 May, 2019 06:50 AM 

I’ve only been reading this sub for a few minutes but has the entire female gender gone on a mass metaphase

itsaworkalt • 0 points • 29 March, 2019 03:34 AM 

Yo this sub is super fucking sexist

Mr_Meme_Machine • 1 point • 4 April, 2019 05:01 PM 

Doesn’t really invalidate anything however.
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